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PREFACE

As a part of The Center's Occasional Paper Series designed to provide educators and other in-
terested individuals with information dealing with critical issues and problems surrounding the edu-
cation of human beings, The Center has decided to include a recent staff development presentation
by Dr. Howard Rosen on the topic of "Recent Manpower Legislation and Programs. Implications
for Research and Development."

Dr. Rosen, Director of The Office of Manpower Research and Development, Manpower Admin-
istration, U.S. Department of Labor, presents in his lecture, (1) a review of the climate of the 1960s
and early 19705 which led to the oanpower legislation and programs, (2) economic situations which,
in part, account for the current sr-ate of manpower legislation and programs, and (3) the implications
for research and development. Rosen's ten years of experience as the chief administrator for the
Manpower Research and Development Office, places him in an ideal position to provide insight into
the effectiveness of manpower programs and the research and development priorities in the area of
manpower education programs.

A native of Newark New-Jersey, Rosen holds a Bkhelor of Arts degree from Rutgers Univer-
sity (1939); Matter of Arts degree from New Jersey State Teachers College (1942); and a Doctorate
in Economics (1956) from The American University. Dr. Rosen's experience includes two years as

an administrator in private industry; four years of teaching at Hampton Institute; and twelve years
as an economist with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In addition to his current assignment as Director,
Office of Manpower. Research and Development, Manpower Administration, Dr. Rosen holds the con-

currepf osition as Professional Lecturer, School of Public Administration, George Washington Uni-
ity,

DrItosen has been awarded a number of honors, including the Distinguished Service Award
from the Department of Labor; Group Honor Award for contribution to the publication of the
Report of the Manpower Conservation Task Force, "One-Third of a Nation"; Distinguished Career
Service Award, 1973.
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Dr. Rosen is the author of several publications including:

"The Doctorate Program of the Manpower Administration of the U.S. Department
of Labor," The Production of Manpower SpecialistsA Volume of Selected Papery
Cornell University, 1971'

"Social Research: A Challenge to the Now Generation," Growth and Gidge,
University of Kentucky,'April 1970

"Vocational Guidance: Room for Improirement," Manpower, Volume 1, No. 7,
U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, August 1969
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"Manpower Supply in We United States,"--Ntaionat VocaricTimt-Tethnieal EduodtitYfr---
Seminar in Occupatidnal Mobility and Migrdtion, North Carolina State University at
Raleigh, April 1966

"Vocational Education: Training for Yesterday's Jobs?" Occupational Outlook
Quarterly, Vol. 10, No. 2, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau -of Labor Statistics,
May 1966.

On behalf of The Center for Vocational Education, I take pleasure in introducing Dr. Rosen's
lecture, "Recent Manpower Legislation and Programs. Implications for Research and Development."
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Robert E. Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational Education



RECENT MANPOWER LEGISLATION AND PROGRAMS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR R' AND DEVELOPMENT

I have been asked to discuss the implications for research and development which have evolved
from the recent manpower legislation and programs. Before I get to the specifics of my topic, I
should like to review the climate of the 1960s and early 1970s which led to the manpower legisla-
tion and programs. Furthermore, I want to discuss the economic situation in which we find our-
selves in 1975 and then move on to the implications for research and development.

During the early 1960s, a good deal of discussion and fear about automation and technologi-
cal change and obsolete shills led to the passage of the Manpower Development and Training Act.
In 1961, weAgran-rAfelnployment rate of 6.7 percent with about 4.7 million people unemployed.
We had about 70.5 million in our civilian labor force. By,1962, the year the Manpower Act was
passed, the unemployment rate had dropped to 5.5 percent and the number of unemployed had ,

declined to less than 4 million.

'The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 established a centralized decision-
making system in which the important decisioris as to the distribution of funds among clients were
made in Washington. The act also called for assistance to categories of persons, e.g., ex-Offenders,
Spanish-speaking and others.

After eleven years of experience with the'MDTA, the Congress, the administrators of the act
and the administration had concluded that the act wa's not really meeting the desired objectives of
providing the best and most effective manpower services to those needing training and other ser-
vices. To set the record straight, the dissatisfaction with the way the MDTA was providing services
had started long before 1973 when Mr. Nixon signed the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act.

CETA,' which is the acronym for the new act, calls for the establishment of a flexible and de-
centralized system of federal, state and local manpower programs for "... economically disadvan-
taged, unemployed and underemployed persons." Thus, although the basic clients are the same as
those identified in the MDTA, the decision-making system is quite different. As noted earlier, al-
most all decisions were made in Washington under the MDTA. Under CETA, many of the toughest
decisions as to who gets the manpower money and who delivers the training and other services are
made under the general jurisdiction of the political leader known as the prime sponsor.

Although the decision-making system has been drastically changed, the categorical issues have
not been completely clarified. Many of the same categorical groups identified in. the original legis-
lation are still part of the scene under CET-A:

Let meY note that when the CETA legislation was signed in 1973 we had an average annual rate
of unemployment of less than 5 percent. We had 4.3 million unemployedonly abOut400,000 more

1



than in 1962 wherilh--. MIDTA- was enacted. Altho gitridiere was little difference in the number of
unemployed in 1962 and 1973, the number of workers in our civilian labor force had grown by 26
percent from 70.6 million to 88.7 million. Thus, our economy had developed more than 17 million
new employment opportunitieecluring the eleven-year period. This explains why we were able to
place most of those trained in the manpower programs. In 1973, we were able to place more than
60 percent in jobs.'

During the same eleven-year period, some very iignifica t shifts also took place in the kinds of
clients served. For example, in 1963, more than three-quart rs of the trainees in institutional train-
ing programs were white. By 1973, the proportion of white trainees had dropped to 66 percent.
The percentage of black trainees had risen from 21 percent to 31 percent. Almost 60 percent of
our clients were classified as in a poverty status. Interestingly enough, 31.5 percent of our trainees
were Unemployment Insurance claimants in 1963. But by 1973, less than 10 percent were UI claim-
ants. Keep these figures in mind when we talk about our problems in 1975.

It is far too soon to pass judgment on whether the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act is doing a much better job in providing service than the MDTA. We will not know for another
year or two whether the prime sponsorsthe governorsand the mayors are providing new wine in
new bottles or providing old wine in old bottles or providing combination offerings. The wine
tasters of the futuresoinetimes known as evaluatorswill eventually provide us with answers to
these conundrums.

The evaluation of the_effeVveness of CETA will be muddied by what has happened in the
past five months. Somehow, the economy seemed to be poisdcrin December 1974 as though it
were a small snowball going down a hill covered with loose and adhesive snow. Without goinginto
the details as to why and how the economy moved into the. -current recession, the fact is that the
economy of April 1975 is not the same one that we had at the end of 1974.

Iri March 1975, we had an unemployment rate of 8.7 percent and some 8.0 million Americans
couldn't find jobs. This is the highest unemployment rate since 1941. Our economy has lost 2.6
million jobs since September 1974. The March increase in joblessness was shared all across the .
board by virtually all worker groups, Blue-collar workeis have beenparticulally hit hard by job-
lessness. The unemployment rate fdr construction workers was up, to 18.1 percent, while the rate
for manufacturing workers rose for the tenth consecutive month to 11.4 percentmore than double
a year ago.

Congress and the President reacted to the'rise in unemployment by passing the "Emergency
Jobs and Unemployment Assistance Act of 1974."2 This piece of legislation now dominates the
manpOlver scene. The concentration is now on public service jobs for unemployed and underem-
ployed persons. The act also establishes a temporary federal program of special unemployment
assistance for unemployed workers who are not eligible,for unemployment allowances.ti

'Manpower Report of the President, April 1975, pp. 53.

2Public Law 93-567, 93rd Congress, H.R. 16596, December 31, 1974.
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In reviewing the Apr111975 situation, one ought to start thinkineabout what can the current
manpower progranis' do, to alleviate the-unemployment situation. The first point that must be made
clear is that not even the most devoted adherents of manpower programs are so naive as to believe
that these programs, alone, can resolve the-'1:ineinployment problem facing this country- . M-anpower
programs are simply one of many tools that can be used during a recession. Fiscal and monetary
stimuli must be used to create employnient opportunities. Manpower programs have different func-
tions and contributions to make during a recession than during a growth period.

The current economic downturn is the sharpest one experienced during the history of the mod-
ern manpower programs. These are two kinds of reactions we can have during a recession. We can
have only a quick knee-jerk reaction to this recession or we can start to put manpowerprograms
into new perspectives at this time. I hope that this recession will force us into thinking more broadly
about the potential contributions of manpower programs in developing our human resources not
only for the short run but also for the long run.

As noted earlier, the first reaction of Congress and the Administration to the sharp rise in un-
employment was to put unemployed workers back on to payrolls as quickly as possible through-the
public service employment program. This is fastest and most efficient way to get money into the
hands of unemployed workers and to provide them with jobs at the same time. Despite the short-
term effectiveness of this program, it does not provide new skills and does not make a major con--
tribution to the development of ourhuman resources.

The question I want to raise is whether we ought not to think of using this period of recession
as an opportunity to concentrate on developing our human resources for the day when unemploy-
ment will decline and employment will rise. I submit that this recession can be used to improve the
skill level of thousands of workers so that they *i&eVentually be able to move back into productive
employment at higher levels of skills and earnings when the economy improves.

If we take the opportunity that time gives us, we can provide longer in-depth training than is
customarily provided in the regular training programs. The Office of Manpowerilesearc.h and De-
velopment has,conducted demonstration programs in which workers of little skill and limited edu-
cation have been given intensive training by working craftsmen from industry for periods of six
months and more. These trainees have been able to earn far moreAhan the MDTA institutional,
trainees who are, customarily, given shorter periods of training. More programs which are directly
tied to high quality training should be tried in order to make productive use of recession time.

One of the questions that we have never faced squarely in this country is the issue a the waste
of human resources. We are already beginning to hear about apprentices losing their jobs and,rnan-,
Power training program trainees unable to find employment. To let partially trained apprentices
io and to let manpower trainees join the ranks-of the unemployed is a waste of economic and human

sources. We ought to do some thinking about the possibility of developing institutions or,institu-
t onal arrangements which will prevent the loss of potentially trained manpower during periods of
1 ss than full employment. As a nation, we are fully prepared to pay the cost of putting military
e uipment into a standby basis until weed them. We have not yet'accepted this concept in think-
ing about our human resources. If we adopted a Policy of maintaining or even increasing our training
posture during periods of recession, we might be better able to handle problems of the shortage of
trained manpower which may contribute to inflation when the economy.rec,overs.

J
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Before turning to some orthe 11-&-D sues w is ave evolved from the recent Manpower,
legislation, let me point Out that the Cone. rehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 which .

emphasizes decentralization -co tains, fideTitle IIIwhich does not call for decentralization but,
instead, calls for the establishmen of research, experimental, demonstration program and pilot
projects under_federal control. .

g the R & D issues which have floated to the surface is the need to examine the efficiency
and ectiveness of the whole CETA system thafisin the process,of'being installed.

We need to know more about the comprehensive manpower plans that have been developed.
How are they developed? By whom? What are the qualifications of the planners? What kinds of
information were used in developing plans? What kind of information ismissing? What is the re-
lationship between tilproposed plan and the'accomplishmentsduring the year the plan is instituted?
We need to ex me, on a regional basis, the relationship among all the plaits in order to determine
problems o verlap and replication,

We need to know more about the planning councils established under each prime sponsor.
HOw representative are they? How effective are they? What use is being made of the recommenda-
tions of the planning councils?

The same set of questions can be applied to the Manpower Services Councils which are supposed
to review the plans of-the prime sponsor and the state agencies responsible for providing services to
the sponsors.

I am pleased to note that Dr. Ripley of the DePartment of Political Science at The Ohio State
University is Conducting a project for the Office of Manpower Research and Development which is
attemptingtoanalyze_the performance of state and local officials and various organizational arrange-
ments during the first year of the formal existence of CETA. The study is concentrating on admin-
istrative patterns of implementation and on patterns of client service among all CETA grantees in
the State of Ohio.

.

The R & D component of CETA specifically directs us to establish a program which will, ". . .

contribute to the formulation of manpower policy; development or improvement of manpower pro-
grams; increased knowledge abotit labor market processes; redaction of unemployment and its rela-
tionships to price stability; ...." In addition we are told to be concerned with developing improved
techniques for forecasting manpower supply and demand and easing the transition from school to
work,'etc. . -.4 .

Title III of CETA contains references to youth, offenders, persons of limited English-speaking
ability, older workers, veterans, Indians and migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

Now, let me turn to some o/the other R & D issues which are evolving from recent manpower
legislation and Programs:

Here are some of the R & D questions we need to think about concerning the public service
employment program which now is the tail wagging the manpower programs in-the U.S

4
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The,emerg ncy public service employment signed by President Ford on December 31, 1974,
authorizes $2.5 illion for 330, 000 new jobs. Although the legislation calls for ". . where feasil3le
to provide .. . r fated training and services," no one expects much in the way of training to be co_ n- .

_ducted under this act.

Again, I ant to underscore that this country labors under the delusio, that we have discoveret--
the Holy Grail of perpetual full employment. When an economic downtu/rn does occur we act shocked
and are usually immobilized for too long a period. We act as if it, can never happen to us.

We never want to acknowledge that we need to be prepared in advance for recessions. We need
to have on hand an inventory of programs which should help smooth-fluctuation in economic activ-
ity during a period of increased unemployment. Instead/of 'regarding public service employment as
one of our proven manpower tools we consider it as a, "... last ditch emergency measure rather
than a staple of public policy."3

Some European countries have long used public service employment /
as a device for providing

useful work experience and skill acquisition for their citillons who can't make it in the regular job
market. Eventually, some of these citizens can move to nonsubsidized jobs in either the public, or
private sector. For most of the other participants in their publiy service employment programs it
is transitional activity which is available only duripg periods'ofeconomic slowilowns.

/
It has been suggested by some that finds should lie available for/public service jobs regardless'

of the level of national unemployment. A public service employment program can be used which
-w-ilfe-ccpand or contract triggered to rates of unemployment.

me of the R & D needs evolving from the current public service employment program are:

1. How many of these jobs are really new, i.e. additional?

2. . What are the costs and benefits of a public service employment program?

3. Which jobs offer the greatest transitional opportunities to unsubsidized jobs?

4. What are the institutional impediments suchcas civil service regulations. which
hinder the effectiveness of the program?

5. What impact does public.service employment have on aggregate unemployment?

,6. What impact doesAz Have on the quantity ansi quality of public services?

7. What impact d6es it haVe on local eco lies?

--IS. Who get the jobs and wha inds of-jobs do they get?

1 o
°National Planning Ass iation, A lic Employment Program. Effective Manpower

Strittegy,, Report No 137, ,E6 h i n gt on ; D.C., July 1974, p1;1.

')
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9. Do we need-a triggering device for public service employment pro

10: If so, at what level of unemployment should the trigg N .
f?'

11. What are the possibilities of public service employments a substitute for
sheltered work shops?

.. a .. ,
, ,The Dept tment of Labor aril several other federlgencies, in c\ooperation with Ford Founda-

tion, are ow engaged in ,a national demonstration proje i On supported' employment which-may
provid some of the answers to the questions I have raised.

, \ . I

Some of the longer term issues we are exploring-iiidnde:term
V

A major effort to bring in under manpower programs a group of disadvantaged clients requiring
,'special and innovative programs. We are providing " supported work" for former drug addicts, ex- 2

offenders, school dropouts and 'welfare mothers. Persons participating in the Program in ,thirteen,
cities will work for public and private employers doing housing maintenance arid. rehabilitation,
neighborhood beautification, and pro*ding'services to the elderly. These worker\s will be given .
paychecks for performing work while they develop an employment record. It is h ped that most
or all of these workers will be eventually moved off supportedrork tonnsubsi ize private or pub-
lic jobs.

Another major R & D effOrt withe con riled with xperiment roject to test whether
income assistance prdvided to ex-offender they leave prison will re ce recidivism. This con;
cept of transitional income to ex-offend s has been tried o limit, scale in the State Of Mapy and.,,
We now expectto-tesrit'li a larger scab in twddther stat If tXe findingg of our Maryland pro-
ject are replicaked on a larger scale, e may come up with and significant tech 'clue for re-
ducing recidivism among ex-prison rs in the U.S.

Despite the downturn i h ecOno we are expandingtojevecitie a successful program
for placing profession trainee mino- y women 'Who are, underutilized an unemployed in fobs
commensurate with eir training a skills. Thi emonAratioll project w codductedin Mlantaeand Houston and is now being gd in five other Wes.. We are learning th t we can answer the
arguments of employers that ey cannot find qtialified minority applicant for piofessional jobs ,

if we do a careful screening and recruitment fOb, We have alreadyjlaced m re than 200 minority
women in jobs in two cities. Most o these women are working,iti jobs in which minority women
had never been employed and, so e are Working in jobeern which The employers had never used
women.

I.

One the greatest R & D needs which existed under the MDTA and still exists under CETA
( is to developa, 'Ls-ea-a-Tit-6e which car) improve the Employment Service and make it into a.

more effective and effic+t manPorter,instrumerot that will be more responsive to the clients it
series on a local and national level. Considerable effort is being devoted within the Department of
Labor to develop.a long-term strategy to improve the productivity oLthe E.S. and to make it into
a more flexible public institution Sopthat it can be more useful under different economic and social-
conditionsas a laborfilarket exchange 9stittition:

,
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One of the areas of greatest needs that the Office of Manpower Research and Development
faces is for the development of a two-way communication system between a centralized R & D pro-
gram and a decentralized operational program. We need to learn more about the needs of the local
manpower administiators and operators so that the R & D program can provide them with the tools
and information they need in order to do-a better job in decision-making and the delivery of service
to clients. The two-way communication system must also provide a flow of information and ideas
from Washington to the field.

This does not mean that we want to set up a service operation for every administrator who
needs data. The only kind of R & D work that can make sense for a communication system must
depend on models that can be exported and applied elsewhere.

A last area of R & 1) need that seems to be perpetually with us is the old issue of transition
from school to work. Some of the wok done hy- Dr. Herbert Parnes of OhiiState in his longitu-
dinal study of young workers has given us new perspective about the mobility and job hopping
pattern of young workers. Dr. Parnes' data suggest.that some of this job-hopping is essentially a
test of the labor market. Young workers qftian move from job to job in order to improve their
status and Learn about different kinds of jells, i.e. working conditions, skill requirements, wages
and advancement opportunities. In fact, many job- hoppers end up with higher wages than those
who stay fixed with one employer.

Our office is concerned with the 1.6 million young peAns who graduated from high school
in 1974. Tip 1.4 million young men and women of the Ass of '74 who enrolled in college are,
at least tempdfarily, not a problem today. We may be worried about them in 1978.

Above, all, wee most concerned wiithiffi0430(1,0011 ouch, predominantlyeen-nineteen
years old, who left school during the year ending in Oc r 1974, without receiving a diploma.
More th4 one out of -four (28 percent) of these dropouts were unemployed last yeiar. After all
the milli6ns of dollars that have been spent to keep students in school and prepare them for the
transition from school to ork, we still find ourselves with this enormous number of youngsters
who are not served by our
or pushouts is not the real pro
cational or training institutions t
transition from school to work.

cational institutions. Whether these young persons are dropouts
em. The fact remains that we have not been able to create eda-

will enable most of these,young persons to make a painless

We are still looking for the ideas or progr
out problem.

that will contribut

O

of the drop -

My next comments areas critical toward manpower programs as they dr our educa-
tional and wining institutions. We still have had little or no impact on the unAployment rates
of black youngsters ip our society. When we started the manpower progjams in 1963, black young 4,, x
menages sixteen and seventeenhad an' unemployment rate of 27 percent. Ten years later, af
millions of dollars of expenditures on the manpower and educational system, 6eir unemploymen
rate had gone upnot downto 34 percent. The rate for black teenage girls has remained-abo
30 perceqt Since 1963. ..

. :?
, In March 1975 the unemployment rate for black teenagers -sixteen-niketeen for both sexeshas

reached a tragic level of 41.6 percent. rirnifrpteans_that two out five black teenagers looking for jobs
' cannot find one. '.s ,..

4
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The employment and unemployment probleni of blackiPPnagP yang men andcomen was
and is a priority item foi our R & D program. Unforturiately, we have now reached a stage of
sophistication and skepticism which forces us to warn most of the proposal makers that we are no
longer interested in replicating that which has leen tested and failed in the past. Unless, a research
or experimental or demonstration idea recogaizes-thefailtires-of-the fiasrand suggest an innovative
approach to the difficult and-complex problem of black teenage unemployjnentwe are not inter-

_ested inproviding support. f
Let me add one final note, as an administrator of a social science R & D program for the past

ten years. In looking over whaty,:e-have funded in the past it becomes apparent that we serve many
7-nasters. Our R & D program must be responsive to the Secretary o Labor and his assistanp. We
must.also provide information and assistance to those whifatiminister and operate manpowro,...
grams at the national and local level. We also must iiipport R & D projects which produce findigs
useful to Congress, educators,employers, andiarents.

N
/-

In 'order to run a meaningful R & D program we must not only support short -term projects
but also long-term ones. The diversity of the pro cts we support may be compared to the port- '
folio of inves-tineti thirrfinancial manager builds u for his clients. The portfolio must take
into account a great ety of current needs and the anticipati of future needs dy-
namic economy. e s I have referred to today rep sent just one le;Z-of potential future-
investments. Changes in social and economic trends will call-for new priors m t e years` ahead.

As we have e3Fe-fferreria:t rt-term issues of oar society, we have always tried to
our portfolio by recognizing that here are-ret.ain problems that will not recede or disappear in
decade or two. Hopefully, our assessment of these long-term issues will enable us to make a major

.contribution in information and ideas for attacking the m ens of our society.
*.(4
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS

Question

In your presentation, you spoke of aprojet,which provided training and placement Ormiiior-
ity women in the Labor market. What kind ottraining is provided?_
Response

Our project, "Minority Women Employment" does not provide training. We are taking minor-
ity women-with professional training who are either unemployed or-underemployed and trying
to place the professional jobs cornensurate with their training. We have gone to the lead-
ing employers.in and Houston and tried to determine their professional employment
nee& effort has been made to match properly trained professional women with the

cancies. In many cases, employers have taken on women in jobs in which women
ever been used before. In other cases, employersare taking on minority employees for

the first time. The effort essentially represents an ideal ease of worker-job matching.

at attempt has been made to .com.. palethe_job training efforts of public and private voca-
tional education programs with those of rnanpo r trainiing programs?

We have made co arisons am all types of training programs andlave concluded that all
of these prkgrams have different co ibutions to make. The type of worker and_kind of job
and employer really determine the kin of institutional training that is best.

The educational and skill level of some workers require intensive training and supportive ser-
vices that cannot be supplied in regular public and private vocational schools. Other workers
only need skill training and are not in need,of supportive services. --------

There is no one best way to train. We need a variety of systems in order to mee "..keiwis of
- a hthly-cliversified labor force and job markek,

estron

`t,afe the problems that exist under the influence'of min e and public assistance
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Response

We don't see any real problems that exist under either of these laws. The difficulty is finding
jobs for people after they are trained. Hopefully, the trainees should be productive enough to
satisfy employers that they are worth being paid minimum wages. The welfare laws direct the
Department of Labor to try to place eligible welfare recipients in training and find them jobs
at the conclusion of training. Our research studies tell us that the welfare population has the
same interest in employment as the rest of the population.

ti

4. Question:
is

What progress has been made in terms of being able to accurately project employment needs
regionally and nationally?

Response
$'

The Comprehensiveloyment and Training Act requires better manpower projections on a
regional and local level. The Manpower Administration has a unit conc rned with improving
labor market information. We expect to have considerably improved pr jection techniques in
the near future. . ,1

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has been developing national projections for several decades.
It is constantly seeking better techniques.

I just want to caution those who are quick to criticize the work of those who do the projections.
Many of the critics fail to realize that projections contain within them the seeds Of self-destruc-
tion. For example, a projeCtion of a shortage of engineers attracts an increasing number.of stu-
dents into this field. This increased interest meets the shortage and therefOre, none develops.
When the critics say that no shortagedeveloped, they fail ,to take into account the flow of ap-
plicants into a field which is very often stimulated by the projection.

D. Question

0 .
"q What is being done to develop a data base to look at accountability or evaluation under CETA

rather than simply political accountability?
c().\ Response\

Our evaluation office is developing a lonOtudinal Study of CETA trainees which will examine
o

the before and after condition of persons who came into CETA programs. Our administrative
-and program people are also developing data systems which will require CETA'spo
count for their accomplishments under the act.

6. Question

Are there provisions in CETA which allow for stat= and local agencies.with CETA grants to ob-
tain technical assistance?



Response

The Assistan' t Regional Directors for Manpower, the prime sponsors and the State Employment
Services are being contacted about their technical assistance and staff training nerds. Funds
will be provided for technical assistance. Under Title I, prime sponsors can also use their own
money tobuy technical assistance at a local level.

7.. Question

.What kinds of trends do you see elat've to responsibility in placement of school graduates?

Response'

This responsibility will'depend on local leadership and responsiveness to the needs of students.
I am in favor of as many institutions as pgs,sible helping students in making the transition from
school to work. I don't think that the Ethployment Service has a monopoly hold on this re-
spongibility. Frankly, the more involvement by schools, employers, parents, social organizations,
the better for the students. I believe that future trends will find much more involvement by dif-

)feren groups than we have ever had in the past.
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